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story summary a young scholar is awarded three wishes for his humanity in saving the life of a bee instead of wealth he chooses ease of
learning but soon grows bored and wishes to return to what he was preferring his own hard work in his studies and in so doing gains wisdom
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the topic of a story can be expressed in 1 3 words legend a narrative handed down from the past containing historical elements and usually
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in 1942 the u s mint took all but a trace of tin out of the cent alloy which technically changed the metal from bronze to brass because the
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choose the correct central idea s from the story a magician grants ah fo three wishes but instead of gaining power ah fo is unhappier than
he was as a poor student after the three wishes make ah fo s life miserable he realizes that true happiness comes from within yourself
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by moleculeoftheday on october 3 2006 brass is an alloy of copper and zinc pennies fortunately have both so you can actually use them to
make some brass to get at the zinc which makes
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answer when man s wishes for power disappoint him he learns that true happiness comes from within explanation the story of the three brass
pennies is an ancient chinese tale retold by augusta huiell seaman the story revolves around ah fo and a magician that he rescued who gave
him three wishes
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three brass pennies story why has a folk musician spent the last three years exploring the world of brass bands martin green on how his
obsession led to a documentary series an audio drama an album and now a live show i ve got the hovis ad in one ear and the battle of
orgreave in the other my obsession with brass bands
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correct answer is c advertisement still have questions
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